STEPHEX

Job Description
Stephex Group is a family-owned company based in Meise, Belgium. In addition to our horsetrading business, we are also active in the Real Estate and automotive industry. We are market
leaders in the construction of exclusive horse trucks, motorhomes and 2-horse trucks. Our
extensive dealer network allows us to service customers all over Europe and beyond. The
company has an excellent reputation for high-quality, user-friendly design that extends way
beyond the Belgian borders.
Stephex Group is currently looking for a:

PROJECT LEADER - REAL ESTATE

Responsibilities
You are responsible for the execution and handling of various construction projects from the
assignment to the final completion. You organize meetings with engineers, architects, study
agencies and subcontractors and adjust when necessary. In other words, you are their point of
contact. You are the centerpiece between the client, architects, study agencies, suppliers and
subcontractors. You manage the execution budget and monitor the profitability of the projects.
You are responsible for following up our projects in progress. You ensure that the schedule you
have drawn up is adhered to and that productivity on site is maintained. You manage the teams
(workers and subcontractors) on site, guide them and help them with technical questions or
difficulties.
You are responsible for the daily follow-up of repair and maintenance works on the Stephex
properties.

Profile
You have a degree in construction or equivalent through experience. You are a good
coordinator, you have a proactive attitude and you are a real problem solver. You are flexible in
terms of working hours. You have strong administrative skills and are familiar with the usual IT
tools. You are driven, motivated and enthusiastic. Knowledge of the French language is a plus.

Offer
Stephex Group offers you a challenging position with responsibility. At the same time, you can
contribute to the further growth of the company. The atmosphere is young and direct, the
enthusiasm speaks for itself. We offer a salary based on your experience, supplemented with
interesting extra-legal benefits.

Do you see your passion in this?
Then apply now online via: http://stephexgroup.com/#talents or via: info@stephex.com

If you can dream it, you can do it !

